PARTNER

Accenture
Accenture helps clients rapidly scale security and compliance operations through innovative technology, as-a-Service capabilities and cybersecurity services. Defend against the most advanced cyber adversaries and reduce your exposure to threats targeting applications, hardware (OT/IOT) and enterprise assets.

PARTNER

ADEO
ADEO IT Consulting was founded in 2008 in Istanbul to furnish consulting, installation, training, information security, and outsourcing services to producers in IT sector and its partners in Turkey and abroad. Our main line of services are Cloud, Infrastructure, and Cyber Security. We are business partners of 45+ IT vendors in Turkey, MEA, and globally.
https://www.adeo.com.tr

PARTNER

Ankura
Ankura offers customized 24/7 threat hunting, security monitoring and real-time, continuous response services. These services are designed to leverage an organization's existing security tools and systems while also addressing visibility gaps with additional tools and techniques.
https://ankura.com/suite/expertise/cybersecurity/

PARTNER

BGA Security
BGA Information Security Inc. He has been operating in the field of cyber security since 2008. BGA Information Security, which was established to support the information security sector in our country professionally, provides services to institutions with strategic cyber security consultancy and cyber security trainings.
https://www.bgasecurity.com/

PARTNER

Booz Allen
As one of the world’s largest cybersecurity solution providers, Booz Allen has defended against some of the most advanced and persistent cyber threats. For more than four decades our elite cybersecurity teams have fought at the digital frontlines.
https://www.boozallen.com/expertise/cybersecurity.html
PARTNER
CDW
CDWs Amplified™ Security consultants design, orchestrate, and manage a comprehensive security strategy that identify and assess IT network security risks, increase your understanding of and visibility into risks, and prepare your organization for an evolving threat landscape.
https://www.cdw.com

PARTNER
Charles River Associates
CRA assists companies and their counsel in independently investigating and responding to complex cybercrime and data breach incidents. We have worked on thousands of such matters, including many covered by the media.
https://www.crai.com/services/information-security-and-privacy/

PARTNER
Cognizant
At Cognizant, we approach security as the starting point for delivering the outcomes that leading global organizations demand. Our end-to-end security solutions combine deep domain and industry expertise with a future-focused approach that encompasses advisory, transformation and managed services.

PARTNER
Context Information Security
We have been helping our clients to meet their ever evolving information security challenges and deal with cyber threats since 1998. Context’s CIR accredited cyber incident response team has vast experience in handling complex, high profile and business critical investigations. Context became a part of Accenture Security in March, 2020.
https://www.contextis.com/en/

PARTNER
CyberGuard Technologies
Outsourcing your security to our team of cyber security experts, who will proactively monitor your infrastructure, will free up your valuable time allowing you to concentrate on your business, safe in the knowledge you are being protected. Focus on what you’re good at and we’ll focus on what we’re good at; keeping your business safe from a cyber-attack.
https://www.ogl.co.uk/cyber-security

PARTNER
Cybersafe Solutions
Our team of certified forensic and incident response experts has the tools and capabilities to perform remote forensics across thousands of systems. Building upon a proven track record in the defense, public, and financial sectors, our experts have created a powerhouse program in incident management, forensic analysis, and enterprise network security assessments.
https://www.cybersafesolutions.com/
### VMware Incident Response Service Providers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Partner</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PARTNER</strong> DarkMatter</td>
<td>DarkMatter is a cyber security company headquartered in the UAE. It is staffed by a team of tier one cyber security specialists with global experience, dedicated to providing secure, trusted, and integrated cyber protection services to government agencies and businesses alike. <a href="https://www.darkmatter.ae/">https://www.darkmatter.ae/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PARTNER</strong> Ernst &amp; Young</td>
<td>EY Next generation security operations and response services along with a deep portfolio of consulting, recommendation and managed services, can help organizations build a transformation strategy and roadmap to implement the next generation of security operations. <a href="https://www.ey.com/en_us/cybersecurity">https://www.ey.com/en_us/cybersecurity</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PARTNER</strong> eSentire</td>
<td>eSentire is The authority in Managed Detection and Response Services, protecting the critical data and applications of 1000+ organizations in 70+ countries from known and unknown cyber threats. Founded in 2001, the company’s mission is to hunt, investigate, and stop cyber threats before they become business disrupting events. <a href="https://www.esentire.com/">https://www.esentire.com/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PARTNER</strong> GuidePoint Security</td>
<td>We work with leading Managed Detection and Response (MDR) providers to seamless 24x7x365 coverage on all aspects of monitoring your security operations. Our service includes threat monitoring, alerting, validation and proactive threat hunting to defend against threats targeting your environment. <a href="https://www.guidepointsecurity.com/">https://www.guidepointsecurity.com/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PARTNER</strong> IBM Security</td>
<td>IBM Security offers a Managed Detection and Response (MDR) service built on VMware Carbon Black Cloud. The Endpoint Managed Security (EMS) service uses VMware Carbon Black to deliver managed next-gen anti-virus services to protect endpoints against advanced threats, ransomware, and nuisance malware. <a href="https://www.ibm.com/partnerworld/security/integrate/vmware-carbon-black">https://www.ibm.com/partnerworld/security/integrate/vmware-carbon-black</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PARTNER

KPMG
KPMG member firms have expertise across the continuum — from the boardroom to the data center. We help you develop advanced solutions, implement them, monitor ongoing risks and help you respond effectively to cyber incidents.

PARTNER

Kroll
Our experts are able to deliver best-in-class endpoint security through our managed detection and response solution, Kroll Responder. Responder handles every step, with 24x7 managed detection and response services fueled by threat hunting and superior incident response.

PARTNER

mnemonic
mnemonic helps businesses manage security risks, protect data, and defend against cyber threats. Our expert security consultants combined with our Argus security platform ensures we stay ahead of advanced cyberattacks and protect our customers from evolving threats.
https://www.mnemonic.no/

PARTNER

NCC Group
Managed Detection & Response (MDR) is a comprehensive and cost-efficient 24/7 security monitoring program designed to keep your business safe from malicious activity. We'll focus on detection and response, so you can focus on getting back to business.
https://www.nccgroup.com/us/

PARTNER

Nettitude
Nettitude’s Managed Security Services cover the specific and unique cybersecurity vulnerabilities your organization is exposed to. Automated Detection and Response, combined with proactive Vulnerability Scanning and expert Incident Response, brings you the visibility and protection you need to rest easy.
https://www.nettitude.com/us/

PARTNER

Nixu Corporation
Nixu is a cybersecurity services company on a mission to keep the digital society running. We help organizations embrace digitalization securely. We protect your core processes and people 24/7. We monitor, contain, and remediate security threats within your business processes and provide you with the ability to detect early and react quickly.
https://www.nixu.com/
VMware Incident Response Service Providers

**PARTNER**

**NTT Data**
We offer the full lifecycle of security services from consulting to technical and support and managed security service. Minimize an incident’s impact and costs, and proactively protect data by preventing further incidents through intelligent adaptation.

**PARTNER**

**Optive**
Optiv is the cyber advisory and solutions leader, delivering strategic and technical expertise to more than 7,000 companies across every major industry. We partner with organizations to advise, deploy, and operate complete cybersecurity programs from strategy and managed security services to risk, integration, and technology solutions.
https://www.optiv.com/

**PARTNER**

**ParaFlare**
Managed Detection and Response combine our cyber operations team and threat detection software to actively monitor and protect your networks – we can immediately remove, isolate and eliminate cyber threats! We worry about MDR so you don’t have to.
https://paraflare.com/index.html

**PARTNER**

**Protiviti**
Protiviti is a global consulting firm that delivers deep expertise, objective insights, a tailored approach and unparalleled collaboration. We help you confidently address challenges and opportunities in technology, finance, transformation, business process, risk, compliance, transactions and internal audit.
https://www.protiviti.com/

**PARTNER**

**Rapid7**
Our solutions simplify the complex, allowing security teams to work more effectively with IT and development to reduce vulnerabilities, monitor for malicious behavior, investigate and shut down attacks, and automate routine tasks.
https://www.rapid7.com/

**PARTNER**

**Redscan**
Redscan is an award-winning provider of Managed Detection and Response and security assessment services. By leveraging our understanding of the tactics attackers use to breach defences, in-depth knowledge of the latest security tools and a commitment to innovation, we ensure our clients are armed to continuously prevent, detect and respond to cyber threats.
https://www.redscan.com/
PARTNER

ReliaQuest

We will help you evolve your security program to accelerate response times at the endpoint and beyond to cut noise, reduce risk, accelerate business initiatives, and deliver meaningful metrics—all backed by a team of security experts. You want ReliaQuest because we’re all that and more at a predictable price.

https://www.reliaquest.com/

PARTNER

Secureworks

Secureworks is 100% focused on cybersecurity. Secureworks® Taegis™, a cloud-native security analytics platform built on 20+ years of real-world threat intelligence and research, improves your ability to detect threats, streamline investigations, and automate the right actions.

https://www.secureworks.com/

PARTNER

Slipstream

Slipstream is a cyber security services firm operating as a trusted and strategic advisor and specialising in Active Defence and Incident Response. We’re in the business of building relationships and solving business problems - that just happen to be caused by cyber attacks. Our purpose is to safeguard our clients’ businesses by standing between them and the threat.

https://www.slipstreamcyber.com/

PARTNER

Sylint

Sylint has conducted highly effective incident response programs to address a broad range of cyber events. Our experienced team of engineers, forensic analysts, and investigators work quickly to assess an often fluid situation and craft a tailored response strategy.

https://www.sylint.com/

PARTNER

Trustwave

Trustwave is a leading cybersecurity and managed security services provider focused on threat detection and response. Offering a comprehensive portfolio of managed security services, consulting and professional services, and data protection technology, Trustwave helps businesses embrace digital transformation securely.

https://www.trustwave.com/en-us/